Brown University: School of Public Health: Biostatistics
Open Rank, Tenured/Tenure-Track Faculty in Biostatistics

Location: Brown University School of Public Health, Department of Biostatistics, Providence, RI

The Department of Biostatistics at Brown University’s School of Public Health is seeking exceptional candidates doing research in biostatistics and data science as well as in domain research in the health sciences. Candidates for Associate or Full Professor should have a nationally and internationally recognized record of innovative methods research in biostatistics and data science, significant experience and track record in interdisciplinary research, and demonstrated leadership potential. Candidates for Assistant Professor should provide evidence of outstanding research potential, growing publications record and experience in interdisciplinary research. All candidates must show evidence of excellent oral and written communication skills and possess strong ability and interest in teaching and mentoring of students. The Department is committed to pursuing the goals of the Brown initiative for diversity and inclusion.

The new faculty member will join a highly interdisciplinary Biostatistics faculty of thirteen in the newly accredited Brown University School of Public Health. Building on its methodologic and domain research strength in the analysis of large health care databases, causal inference, diagnostic imaging evaluation and radiomics, computational biology and bioinformatics, Bayesian methodology, research synthesis, and neuroscience, the Department is now emphasizing growth in research and educational activity in health data science. Biostatistics is a core member of the University’s Data Science Initiative.

The Department teaches a growing number of students at all levels, undergraduate, Master’s, and PhD and has recently added a health data science track to its Master’s program. The Brown School of Public Health and the broader University offer opportunities for substantial collaboration with world class researchers in the constituent disciplines of data science as well as in a broad range of domains, such as health care and policy research, neuroscience, computational biology, epidemiology, and behavioral sciences.

QUALIFICATIONS

This is a search for an Assistant, Associate, or Full Professor of Biostatistics in the tenure track. Candidates for Full or Associate Professor (tenured) should have a nationally and internationally recognized record of innovative methods research in biostatistics and data science, significant experience and track record in interdisciplinary research, demonstrated leadership potential and a record of success in obtaining research funding. Candidates for Assistant Professor should provide evidence of outstanding research potential, growing publications record and experience in interdisciplinary research. All candidates must show evidence of excellent oral and written communication skills and possess strong ability and interest in teaching and mentoring of students in the growing educational programs in Biostatistics.

APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS

Candidates are asked to indicate in your letter of application whether you are applying for the Assistant, Associate or Full Professor position. Candidates for Assistant Professor are asked to provide at least three (3) letters of recommendation, to be submitted through Interfolio.

Applications made through Interfolio at: https://apply.interfolio.com/38626